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Densely deploying small cells will be a solution to provide explosive data requirements in fifth-generation networks. Because users
often cluster together in popular locations of an urban area, congested small cells in the popular sites are also gathered. Traditional
load balancing schemes generally only consider neighboring cells when offloading users are not suitable for clusters of overloaded
cells. This paper considers groups of overloaded cells in the load balancing problem. The objective is to maximize the quality-of-
service satisfaction ratio. To solve the problem, we propose a multidepth offloading algorithm with the consideration of the
radio resource allocation. The proposed multidepth offloading algorithm can be applied no matter that congested small cells are
gathered or not. Compared with a previous offloading algorithm and a baseline, the simulation results show that our proposed
algorithm can increase 16% QoS satisfaction ratio in a real user distribution and 13% QoS satisfaction ratio in a clustered user
placement.

1. Introduction

Advances of mobile devices and wireless communications
bring the rapid development of various network applications
so that mobile data traffic explosively grows. According to the
Cisco forecast, 8.4 billion mobile devices would be in use, and
total mobile data traffic in 2022 is about 77 exabytes per
month, which is a seven-fold increase over 2017 [1]. Densely
deploying small cells will be a solution to provide explosive
data requirements in fifth-generation (5G) networks. Using
small cells is one of the offloading methods to moderate
traffic loads of macrocells [2], and the performance
improvement of the network with small cells has been
analyzed in [3].

Although small cells can be densely deployed to provide
the above advantages, each small cell can only serve a few
users because of their low capacities. The loading distribution
among small cells will be significantly affected by user loca-
tions. Users often cluster together in popular sites of an urban
area. Therefore, 3GPP specifies a clustered user placement
model following the observation that users generally gather

in certain hot-zones in urban areas [4, 5]. Clustered users in
popular locations will typically connect to the same small
cells. Therefore, congested cells in famous places are also
grouped. As a result, some small cells will quickly exhaust
their radio resources while other small cells operate on light
loads. The imbalanced situation will decrease the quality-
of-service (QoS) satisfaction ratio and waste the resources
of lightly loaded small cells.

In 5G cellular networks, telecom operators and service
providers have changed their focus from network quality of
service (QoS) to user quality of experience (QoE). Various
emerging services indicate that the overall network perfor-
mance should be improved from a user’s subjective view
[6]. A general relationship between QoE and QoS is the expo-
nential hypothesis [7]. When the QoS of video applications
cannot be satisfied, a user’s QoE will be decreased exponen-
tially [7, 8]. Therefore, to increase the QoE of users in cellular
networks, maximizing the QoS satisfaction ratio is essential.
Improving the QoE of users motivates us to maximize
the QoS satisfaction ratio as our objective function. This
paper proposes a concept, namely, the multidepth offloading
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mechanism, to solve the problem mentioned above in ultra-
dense cellular networks.

The idea is described as follows.
Considering an overloaded small cell, namely, a root cell,

traditional offloading schemes find its neighboring cells
called 1-depth cells. Because the offloading algorithms only
consider 1-depth cells, they are called 1-depth offloading
mechanisms. However, when users gather in popular loca-
tions, 1-depth cells in the areas may also be overloaded.
Therefore, traditional algorithms cannot offload the traffic
of the root cell. We can firstly offload the users of 1-depth
cells to their adjacent small cells called 2-depth cells. When
loads of 1-depth cells have been considerably lightened, the
root cell can offload its traffic to the 1-depth cells. The off-
loading procedure considering the 2-depth cells is called the
2-depth offloading.

With a similar concept, when 1-depth and 2-depth cells
with full loads are clustered, we can execute 3-depth offload-
ing to firstly lighten loads of 2-depth cells and secondly
reduce loads of 1-depth cells; then, the root cell can offload
traffic to the 1-depth cells. Consequently, when more over-
loaded cells are clustered, we can rely on a deeper offloading
depth. Because small cells are densely deployed in ultradense
cellular networks, we can search for high depth cells with
light loads when overloaded cells are clustered.

This paper studies the load balancing problem in ultra-
dense cellular networks. The objective is to maximize the
QoS satisfaction ratio under a radio resource constraint.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(i) This paper considers clusters of overloaded cells in
ultradense cellular networks and observes that tradi-
tional approaches for the load balancing problem
with the consideration of radio resource allocation
are not effective in clusters of overloaded cells.

(ii) We propose a multidepth offloading algorithm with
the considerations of resource allocation and load
balance of neighboring cells to maximize the QoS
satisfaction ratio. The proposed algorithm can be
used no matter that overloaded small cells are
grouped or not.

(iii) We conduct a series of simulations. In our simula-
tions, we consider a real user distribution, where
user locations are extracted from Tokyo data sets
and a clustered user placement with the user distri-
bution model specified by 3GPP. Compared with
the offloading algorithm designed by [9] and a base-
line, the simulation results show that our proposed
algorithm can improve 16% QoS satisfaction ratio
in a real user distribution and 13% QoS satisfaction
ratio in a clustered user placement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review the related works. In Section 3, we represent the
system model and problem formulation. Section 4 explains
the proposed algorithm.

Simulation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. Related Works

Recently, many papers have studied the load balancing prob-
lem, and the proposed methods can be classified into four
classes: The first direction studied cell breathing techniques,
which adjust the transmit power to shrink (or expand) the
coverage area of each congested base station, e.g., [10, 11].
The second direction adapts handover parameters to achieve
load balance, e.g., [12, 13]. The third way uses device-to-
device communications to offload users in overloaded cells,
e.g., [14]. Recently, Farzi et al. proposed a game-theoretic
approach with the consideration of two-tier cellular networks
to improve load distribution among heterogeneous cells [15].
Each macrocell and its associated picocells play a game to
distribute the load among themselves. However, the work
does not consider the radio resource constraint and the
resource allocation.

This paper targets the fourth class, which investigates the
resource allocation centrally controlled by a controller for
load balance in multicell scenarios, e.g., [9, 16–19]. In
[16, 17], a controller can collect related information and
transmits a user association decision to each base station
operating on a fractional frequency reuse mechanism.
Each base station can inform users to execute the handover
procedure. Then, in each cell, the works studied how to
allocate frequency under a fractional frequency reuse policy
for each user to balance spectrum utilization. In [18], unli-
censed bands are utilized to offload traffic of licensed bands,
and the particle swarm optimization algorithm is adopted
for channel selection and power allocation to maximize
throughput. In [19], Du et al. considered that a controller
is unaware of the offloading performance of small cells for
a macro base station and designed contract-based traffic
offloading and resource allocation methods. In [20], Chung
and Cho considered Wi-Fi access points to reduce traffic
loads of macrocells in heterogeneous networks. They
designed a load balancing approach based on coalition
game theory. The most related work of our paper is [9].
Hasan et al. [9] defined a resource block-utilization ratio
to measure a cell’s load and adopted an adaptive threshold
for defining an overloaded cell in multicell networks. The
objective is to minimize the standard deviation of resource
block utilization among the cells. In [9], the proposed algo-
rithm determined the order of base stations to execute the
user offloading procedure by considering loads of cells
and the order of edge users to perform the handover by rat-
ing their signal strengths.

However, the related works have not considered clusters
of overloaded cells in ultradense cellular networks. Table 1
summarizes the comparison between related works and our
proposed method, where homogeneous and heterogeneous
are, respectively, abbreviated to homo and hetero for short.

3. System Model and Problem Formulation

3.1. System Model. In cellular networks, each small cell has a
limited number of radio resource blocks. A resource block
(RB) consists of 12 subcarriers in the frequency domain
and multiple orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
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(OFDM) symbols in the time domain. A resource block can
provide a higher data rate to a user when the user closer to
the small cell has a higher signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR). Each user has a data rate requirement for
receiving the requested downlink data. We define that a user
is satisfied when the user can receive his/her required data
rate. Therefore, different small cells should consume different
numbers of resource blocks for satisfying the data require-
ment of a user depending on the link quality between a small
cell and a user.

Each small cell can collect the information on resource
block consumption for serving each user and send the infor-
mation to a centralized controller. When the ratio of the allo-
cated resource blocks to the total resource blocks is higher
than a predefined threshold, a small cell can be seen as an
overloaded cell. Because users often gather, burdened small
cells are also grouped [4], where a scenario is shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1, considering an overloaded cell as a root
cell, the neighboring cells of the root cell are called the 1-
depth cells, and the adjacent cells of the 1-depth cells are
named 2-depth cells. Because the 1-depth cells and the root
cell are overloaded, we should firstly offload traffic of the
1-depth cells to the 2-depth cells by executing 2-depth off-
loading. If 1-depth and 2-depth cells are overloaded, we
can perform 3-depth offloading.

A controller can connect with each small cell via the S1
interface and can collect the information from each small cell
to make a handover decision for each small cell. A small cell
can exchange handover messages with each neighboring cell
via the X2 interface. Figure 2 shows the handover procedure
with a controller. The steps are described as follows.

(1) In step 1, a serving cell transmits the measurement
control message to each user. Then, each user will
measure the reference signal receiving power (RSRP)
from the cell.

(2) In step 2, each user reports the instantaneously mea-
sured RSRP value (i.e., the channel state information)
to its serving cell. Link qualities can be periodically
reported by users or proactively requested by its
serving cell.

(3) In step 3, the serving cell relays the RSRP of each user
and its loading information to a controller.

(4) In step 4, the controller executes a load balancing
algorithm based on the loading information of each
small cell and the instantaneous RSRPs of the users.
Then, the controller can deliver a handover decision
to each small cell.

(5) In step 5, the serving cell transmits the handover
request to a neighboring cell decided by the offload-
ing algorithm.

(6) In step 6, the neighboring cell replies the acknowl-
edgment for the handover request.

(7) In step 7, the serving cell informs an edge user to
perform the handover procedure.

Based on the above procedure, the information required
by the controller from each device only is the RSRP value.
In step 2, the channel quality report is a snapshot value. No
matter the device’s speed, the device will report the RSRP
value based on its current situation. Therefore, considering
user mobility does not impact the load balancing problem,
and this paper considers that users are stationary.

3.2. Problem Formulation. In this paper, we study the load
balancing problem in ultradense cellular networks consider-
ing clustered congestion cells. The objective is to maximize
the QoS satisfaction ratio under overloaded cells. The target
problem is formulated as follows.

We consider a set of small cells (small base stations) B to
serve a set of users U . Let Uj denote the set of users in the

coverage area of small cell j. BA
j expresses the set of adjacent

small cells of small cell j. The set of small cells BC
i covers

user i. Small cell j can offload user i ∈Uj to one of neigh-

boring small cells j ∈ BC
i , where BC

i ⊆ BA
j .

Small cell j has N j resource blocks. According to
Shannon capacity, small cell j using a resource block can
provide Ri,j data rate for user i. Ri,j will be updated according
to the measurement report of each user when each serving

Table 1: Comparison between the related works and the proposed method.

Work Scenario Method Multidepth offloading Features

[16] Homo. An offline and an online algorithm A fractional frequency reuse mechanism

[17] Homo. Considering intra- and intercell handover A fractional frequency reuse mechanism

[18] Homo. Considering channel and power allocation Unlicensed and licensed bands

[19] Hetero. Considering asymmetric information
A controller is unaware of the offloading

performance of small cells

[20] Hetero. Considering fairness
Wi-Fi access points to reduce traffic

loads of macrocells

[9] Homo.
Considering RB utilization ratio, cells’

loads, and signal qualities
Multicell networks

Proposed Homo.
Considering load balance of

neighboring cells
✓

Clusters of congested cells in ultradense
cellular networks
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cell sends the measurement control signal as shown in
Figure 2 and is defined as follows.

Ri,j =W log2 1 + SINRi,j
� �

, ð1Þ

SINRi,j =
RSRPi,j

ω +∑j′∈BCi jf gRSRPi,j′
, ð2Þ

where SINRi,j is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
between small cell j and user i, and W is the bandwidth of a

resource block. ω is a noise power value. RSRPi,j is the refer-
ence signal receiving power between small cell j and user i.

The data rate requirement of user i is Di. Small cell j
should consume at least Ni,j resource blocks to satisfy
the data rate requirement of user i. Ni,j is represented as
follows.

Ni,j =
Di

Ri,j

& ’
: ð3Þ

A 1-depth cell

A 2-depth cell

A 1-depth cell

A 2-depth cell

Overload cell

High-load cell

Low-load cell

A root

Figure 1: A scenario of clustered cells with heavy loads under densely deployed small cells.

1. Measurement control

2. Measurement report

UE Serving cell A controller Target cell

3. User measurement report

4. Message for load balancing

5. Handover request

3. Load information

Handover
decision

7. Handover command

6. Handover request ack

Figure 2: Procedure with a controller for handover.
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Ni,j =∞ if small cell j cannot serve user i. We define a
utility function UðRi,j −DiÞ as follows.

U Ri,j −Di

� �
=

1, ifRi,j −Di ≥ 0,
0, otherwise:

(
ð4Þ

Ri,jis the total data rate allocated by serving small cell
j for user i. UðRi,j −DiÞ = 1 means that the data require-
ment of user i is satisfied, and 0 otherwise.

The set of overloaded small cells is BO. We define that an
overloaded small cell j ∈ BO means that a load of a small cell is
higher than a threshold ρTH , where ρTH ≤ 1. The threshold
can avoid exhausting all the resource blocks of a small cell
to serve users reconnecting from other small cells. This paper
attempts to offload the excess traffic of each overloaded small
cell j ∈ BO to lightly loaded small cells such that the number
of satisfied users is maximized. A load balancing solution is
feasible if the following constraints are met.

Resource Constraint: Each small cell j cannot allocate the
number of resource blocks over its number of available
resource blocks.

〠
i∈U j

Xi,jNi,j ≤N j,∀j ∈ B: ð5Þ

Serving Constraint: Each user can receive data from at
most one small cell.

〠
j∈B

Xi,j ≤ 1,∀i ∈U : ð6Þ

We now define the load balancing problem.
Input Instance: Consider a set of small cells B to serve a

set of users U . Small cell j can serve a set of users U j. The

adjacent small cell set of small cell j is BA
j . The set of small

cells BC
i covers user i. Each small cell j has N j resource

blocks. Small cell j using a resource block can provide data
rate Ri,j for user i. The set of overloaded small cells is BO when
the loading threshold is ρTH .

Output Variable: Xi,j.
Objective: Our objective is to balance loads of the over-

loaded small cells such that the QoS satisfaction ratio under
the overloaded cells is maximized. We state our objective
function formally as follows:

max
∑j∈BO∑i∈U j

U Ri,j −Di

� �
∑ j∈BO∑i∈U j

Xi,j
, ð7Þ

subject to constraints (5) and (6). The variables used in this
problem are summarized in Table 2.

3.3. An Illustrative Example. Figure 3 illustrates an example
of the multidepth offloading concept. There are three cells
and three users. As shown in Figure 3(a), initially, cells A
and B are a cluster of clustered cells. Cell A (a root cell) serves
user equipment 1 (UE1) and does not remain any available

resource block to serve UE3. Cell B (1-depth cell) serves
UE2 and remains two resource blocks. Cell C (2-depth cell)
does not serve any UE and has five resource blocks. The
number of required resource blocks for serving each user
by each cell is shown in Table 3. Cell A cannot offload UE1
to neighboring cell B because cell B is also overloaded. In
other words, 1-depth offloading is not valid in this situation.
As shown in Figure 3(b), we should execute 2-depth offload-
ing in this example. Cell B should firstly offload UE2 to cell C
and can release two resource blocks. Cell C serves UE2
consuming three resource blocks. As shown in Figure 3(c),
cell A can offload UE1 to cell B consuming three resource
blocks to serve UE1. Thus, cell A has two resource blocks to
serve UE3. The example shows that the proposed multidepth
offloading concept is required when overloaded cells are
gathered.

4. Multidepth Offloading Algorithm

In this section, we propose a multidepth offloading algorithm
(MDOA) to maximize the QoS satisfaction ratio. The
proposed algorithm is based on a recursive procedure and
addresses two decision problems. (1) We should choose
which overloaded cell as a root cell to offload users firstly.
(2) Then, after determining an overloaded small cell (a root
cell), we should select some users served by the overloaded
small cell reconnecting to the neighboring cells of the over-
loaded cell.

4.1. Selection of Overloaded Small Cells. We define a utility
function Γj for each small cell j. The utility function is
designed for selecting which overloaded cell should be first
offloaded. Utility function Γj simultaneously considers the
remaining resource blocks of each neighboring cell of cell j

Table 2: Summary of notations.

Symbol Description

B The set of small cells

U The set of users

Uj The set of users that can be served by small cell j

BA
j The set of adjacent small cells of small cell j

BC
i The set of small cells covers user i

N j The number of resource blocks of small cell j

Xi,j
The indicator function, which is 1 if small cell j serves

user i, and 0 otherwise

Ri,j
The data rate of a resource block allocated by small cell j

to user i

Ri, j The total data rate provided by small cell j to user i

Di The data rate requirement of user i

Ni,j
The number of consumed resource blocks of small cell j

for satisfying the data rate requirement of user i

BO The set of overloading small cells

ρTH The loading threshold of being an overloaded cell
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and link qualities between the neighboring cells of cell j and
the users of cell j. This design can achieve load balance of
neighboring cells. Utility function Γj is shown in Eq. (8).

Γj =
∑i∈U j

∑j∈BC
i
Ni,j/ BC

i

�� ��+∈
∑j∈BA

j
N̂ j/ BA

j

��� ���+∈ ,

N̂ j =max N j − 〠
i∈U j

Xi,jNi,j, 0
 !

:

ð8Þ

N̂ j is the remaining resource blocks of small cell j after
serving the users in set Uj. In Eq. (8), the numerator term
is the average resource block consumption of all the neigh-
boring small cells for serving the users of cell j. If the numer-
ator value is small, it means that the neighboring small cells
can use fewer resource blocks for serving the users, and we
can successfully offload more users to maximize the QoS
satisfaction ratio. In other words, the neighboring cells and
the users have better link qualities. ϵ is a constant value to
avoid the denominator being zero.

In the denominator term of Eq. (8), we evaluate the aver-
age remaining resource blocks of all the adjacent small cells
of overloaded small cell j. If the denominator value is large,
the adjacent small cells have more remaining resource blocks.
When the denominator value is larger, we can offload more
users to the cells and can avoid exhausting the resource
blocks of specific cells. Therefore, we will select the
overloaded small cell with the smallest Γj to execute the load
balancing procedure first.

Available number
of RBs of cell A:0

UE3

A B C

Available number
of RBs of cell B:2

Available number
of RBs of cell C:5

UE1

UE2

(a) Cells A (a root cell) and B are overloaded

A B C

Available number
of RBs of cell A:0

Available number
of RBs of cell B:4

Available number
of RBs of cell C:2

UE3 UE1

UE2

(b) Cell B offloads UE2 to cell C

A B C

Available number
of RBs of cell A:0

Available number
of RBs of cell B:1

Available number
of RBs of cell C:2

UE3 UE1

UE2

(c) Cell A offloads UE1 and serves UE3

Figure 3: An example of the multidepth offloading concept.

Table 3: The number of required RBs for each user served by each
cell.

RBs consumed by
cell A

RBs consumed by
cell B

RBs consumed by
cell C

UE1 2 3 ∞
UE2 ∞ 2 3

UE3 2 ∞ ∞
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Then, we select an overloaded small cell jo in BO as a root
cell to offload traffic based on Eq. (9), which addresses the
first decision problem. Small cell jo with the smallest Γj

among all the overloaded cells will be selected first. It means
that the neighboring cells of small cell jo have more remain-
ing resource blocks and consume fewer resource blocks for
serving users.

jo = arg min
j∈BO

Γj: ð9Þ

4.2. Selection of Offloaded Users and Target Cells.After select-
ing the overloaded cell (the root cell) jo based on Eq. (9), we
should address the second decision problem. We define a
utility function mi,j for each user i of overloaded cell jo and
each neighboring cell j of overloaded cell jo as shown in
Eq. (10). The utility function is designed for selecting which
target user i of overloaded cell jo should be offloaded to
which neighboring cell j of overloaded cell jo. Eq. (10)
can equally and efficiently use the resource blocks of each
small cell shown as follows.

mi,j =
Ni,j

N̂ j+∈
, ð10Þ

In Eq. (10), mi,j simultaneously considers the consumed

resource blocks of small cell j ∈ BA
jo for serving user i in the

numerator and the remaining resource blocks of small cell
j ∈ BA

jo in the denominator.
If user i consumes fewer resource blocks of small cell j,

and small cell j has more available resource blocks; user i
has a higher probability that can successfully handover to
small cell j. This design will not always select the same
small cell to avoid exhausting the radio resource blocks
of a specific small cell. Thus, if some users are covered
by only one neighboring small cell, the users also have
chances to be offloaded. When user i cannot be served
by small cell j, mi,j is set as ∞.

Because overloaded cell jo serves ∣U jo ∣ users and has

∣BA
jo ∣ neighboring cells, the overloaded cell has a jUjo j ×

jBA
jo j utility matrix Mjo as follows.

Mjo =

m1,1 ⋯ m1, BA
jo

�� ��
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

m Ujoj j,1 ⋯ m
Ujoj j, BA

jo

�� ��

2
6664

3
7775: ð11Þ

According to utility matrix Mjo , we can choose a target
user it of overloaded cell jo offloading to a neighboring cell
jt of overloaded cell jo based on Eq. (12). The pair of target
user it and neighboring cell jt has the smallest utility value
mi,j in matrixMjo . It means that target user it consumes fewer

resource blocks of neighboring cell jt which has more
remaining resource blocks.

it , jt
� �

= arg min
i∈U jo ,j∈BA

o

mi,j: ð12Þ

After user it is selected, we should determine whether
user it can associate with small cell jt or not. If the load of
the small cell is less than or equal to the loading threshold
ρTH , the user can successfully handover to the small cell,
i.e., ρjt + ρit ,jt ≤ ρTH , where

ρit ,jt =
Nit ,jt

N jt
, ð13Þ

ρjt =
N jt − N̂ jt

N jt
: ð14Þ

If target user it successfully connects to target small cell jt ,
mit ,jt will be set as ∞ to avoid that we select the same user
again. Finally, we will update the load information of over-
loaded small cell jo and target small cell jt as well as matrix
Mjo and Mjt . If mi,j =∞, mi,j will not be updated.

4.3. Algorithm Description. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-
code for the proposed multidepth offloading algorithm. The
proposed algorithm is executed based on recursion. When a
root cell cannot offload a user to a target neighboring cell,
which is also overloaded, the algorithm will perform further
depth offloading for the target neighboring cell. The recur-
sion is terminated when the target depth of D for the target
neighboring cell is reached. If the root cell is still overloaded,
the algorithm will search for the next pair of a target user and
a target neighboring cell to release the load of the root cell.

Based on Eq. (9), we find an overloaded small cell (a root
cell) jo ∈ Bo, while there is at least one overloaded small cell
(i.e., Bo ≠∅) (Lines 1-2). The selected cell jo is removed from
set Bo to avoid choosing the same cell again (Line 3). Variable
d is the offloading depth of d and is initially set as 0 (Line 4).
In Line 5, for an overloaded small cell,Bprev is used to record
the previous serving cells of users for avoiding the ping-pong
effect and is initially set as an empty set. Then, we try to off-
load the traffic of the overloaded small cell, until the load of
the small cell is less than 1 (i.e., ρjo ≤ 1) (Lines 6-13).

In Lines 7-8, if there exists a user that can be offloaded to
a neighboring small cell (i.e., ∃mi,j ≠∞), we select the pair of
a target user it and a target small cell jt with the smallest mi,j
according to Eq. (12). Then, we set mit ,jt as ∞ to avoid that
we pick the same pair again (Line 9). Cell jo is added to set
Bprev to avoid that users offloaded to neighboring cells
reconnect back to cell jo (Line 10). We call function Next_
Depth() to check whether user it can be offloaded to small cell
jt , and the next offloading depth is needed or not. If the user
of the root cell cannot be offloaded to the neighboring cell, we
will recursively execute further depth offloading to release the
load of the neighboring small cell. Otherwise, if the user can
be offloaded to the neighboring cell, we will not need to call
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function Next_Depth() (Line 11). If the root cell is still over-
loaded, we will find the next pair of a target user and a target
small cell with the smallest mi,j in Line 7 until the loading
threshold of the root cell is less than 1. When we cannot find
any user to be offloaded from overloaded small cell jo, we
break the while loop and select the next overloaded small cell
(Lines 12-13).

Function Next_Depth() takes overloaded small cell jo,
target user it , target small cell jt , and a depth of d as inputs.
In Line 2, if target small cell jt can serve target user it (i.e.,
ρjt + ρit ,jt ≤ ρTH), user i

t can associate with target small cell

jt (Line 16). The corresponding functions, Xit ,jt , Xit ,jo , Mjo ,
Mjt , ρjo , and ρjt , are updated (Lines 17-18). Because the user
can be offloaded, we do not require further depth offloading
and return this function (Line 19).

When neighboring cell jt is overloaded (i.e., ρjt + ρit ,jt >
ρTH), the neighboring cell does not have sufficient resource
blocks to serve target user it . In Line 3, if the ðd + 1Þ-th depth
is less than or equal to the predefined depth ofD, we will exe-
cute ðd + 1Þ-depth offloading to release traffic of target small
cell jt to its neighboring cells (i.e., ðd + 1Þ-depth cells). When
the target depth is reached, we terminate the offloading pro-
cess for neighboring cell jt and restore the corresponding
functions which have been updated before (Lines 14-15). In
the while loop of Lines 4-13, if there exists a user of cell jt that
can be offloaded (i.e., ∃mi,j ≠∞, ∀i ∈Ujt , j ∈ BA

jt ), we will find

the combination of a user id reconnecting to a neighboring
small cell jd with the minimummi,j based on Eq. (12). Other-
wise, because no user can be offloaded, we terminate the off-
loading process for neighboring cell jt and restore the
corresponding functions updated before (Lines 12-13).

If small cell jd resides in set Bprev, it means that user id

will reconnect back to the previous one of overloaded cells.
Therefore, we will find the next pair of a user and a small cell

in Lines 4-5. If small cell jd n∈Bprev, target small cell jt is added
to set Bprev, and mid ,jd is set as ∞. Then, we call function

Next_Depth() to decide whether small cell jd can serve user
id or we need to execute the next depth offloading procedure
for releasing the load of cell jd (Line 10). When function
Next_Depth() returns, we break the while loop of Line 4
and go to the while loop of Line 2 to check whether the load
of target small cell jt is lower than the threshold ρTH . If yes,
user it can associate with small cell jt , and the corresponding
functions are updated. If not, we continuously find the next
pair of a user and a neighboring cell for offloading the load
of target small cell jt in Line 5.

Theorem 1. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is Oð�U2�BÞD,
where �U =max

j∈B
U j and �B =max

j∈B
BA
j .

Proof. For each overloaded small cell jo, because matrix 1Mjo

has at most �U × �B elements, it takes Oð�U�BÞ to find a pair of a
user and a neighboring small cell. Since there are at most �U
users in an overloaded small cell jo, the while loop of Lines
6-11 takes Oð�U2�BÞ. If the target neighboring small cell does
not have sufficient resource blocks for serving a user, we will
recursively execute Next_Depth() function. The time com-
plexity of the function is the same with Algorithm 1. When
the target depth is D, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is

Oð�U2�BÞD.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Setups. In this section, we developed a simu-
lation to evaluate our proposed algorithm. The proposed

Input: B,U , L,U j, BA
j , BC

i ,N j, Ri,j, Bo

Output: Xi,j
1 whileBo ≠∅do
2 jo = arg min

j∈Bo
Γj

3 Bo = Bo \ fjog
4 d = 0
5 Bprev = ϕ

6 whileρjo > 1do
7 if∃mi,j ≠∞, ∀i ∈U jo , j ∈ BA

jo then

8 ðit , jtÞ = arg min
i∈U jo ,j∈BA

jo

mi,j

9 mit ,jt =∞
10 Bprev =Bprev ∪ fjog
11 Next_Depthðjo, it , jt , d + 1Þ
12 else
13 break
14 returnXi,j, ∀i, j

Algorithm 1: Multidepth offloading algorithm.

1 Function Next_Depth ðjo, it , jt , dÞ:
2 whileρjt + ρit jt > ρTHdo

3 ifd + 1 ≤Dthen
4 whileTruedo
5 if∃mi,j ≠∞, ∀i ∈U jt , j ∈ BA

jt then

6 ðid , jdÞ = arg min
i∈U jt ,j∈BAjt

mi,j

7 ifjd ∉Bprevthen

8 Bprev =Bprev ∪ fjtg
9 mid ,jd =∞
10 Next_Depthðjt , id , jd , d + 1Þ
11 break
12 else
13 return store the updated results
14 else
15 return restore the updated results
16 Let user it associate with small cell jt

17 Update Xit ,jt and Xit ,jo

18 Update Mjo ,Mjt , ρjo , and ρjt

19 return

Algorithm 2:
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multidepth offloading algorithm, denoted as MDOA, is com-
pared with two baselines. MDOA(1-D) and MDOA(2-D),
respectively, mean that the proposed algorithm executes 1-
depth offloading and 2-depth offloading. The first baseline
is named Max-RSRP. Under Max-RSRP, each user directly
connects to the small cell with the best signal quality without
considering a load balancing mechanism. The second base-
line, denoted as AMLB, is designed by [9] to minimize the
standard deviation of resource block utilization. The order
of small cells for offloading users is from the small cell with
the heaviest load to that with the lightest load. AMLB also
considers the signal quality for the order of offloading the
users. The user having the best signal quality will be firstly
selected. The selected user will reconnect to the neighboring
cell with the best signal quality.

We consider a topology with densely deployed small
cells, as shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4, the small cells are
regularly deployed with an intersite distance of 150 meters
between two cells. There are 105 small cells in the topology.
We randomly select ten small cells as hot-zones. We adopt
the clustered user placement model specified by 3GPP [4]
to distribute users for the observation that users often
group in hot-zones of urban areas [5]. The model is
shown as follows.

H = p × Uj j
Bj j

� �
: ð15Þ

H is the number of users in a hot-zone area. p is the ratio
of all hot-zone users to the total number of users in the net-
work. ∣U ∣ and ∣B ∣ , respectively, are the total number of
users and cells. We set the number of users in a hot-zone as
30 (i.e., H = 30) by adjusting p. After arranging the hot-
zone users, other users are randomly placed in the topology.

We additionally consider a real user distribution shown in
Figure 5, where user locations are extracted from Tokyo data
sets in the authors’ website [21]. If a user’s distance is far
away from its serving base station between 67 and 100
meters, the user is called an edge user. We will evaluate the
performance of each algorithm in terms of edge users’
throughput. Each user requires a constant bit rate of
512 kbps. The bandwidth of a small cell is 10MHz, and the
number of resource blocks of a small cell is 50. The transmit
power of a small cell is set as 30 dBm [22]. We adopt the pass
loss model as 140:7 + 36:7log10ðδÞ [23], where δ is in kilome-
ters. The thermal noise is -174 dBm/Hz [23]. We set the
threshold of being an overloading small cell is 0.9. The
parameter settings are listed in Table 4.

5.2. Simulation Results

(1) Clustered User Placement: Figure 6 shows the satis-
faction ratio derived by our proposed algorithm for
1-depth offloading to 3-depth offloading under all
the small cells. 0-depth offloading (0-D) means that
we do not offload any user for each overloaded cell.
When the depth is deeper, the proposed algorithm
will try to release the resource blocks of more cells
for an overloaded small cell. Therefore, we can get a
higher satisfaction ratio. Compared with 1-depth off-
loading, 2-depth offloading has visible performance
improvement under 1500 and 2000 users. The per-
formance improvement between 2-depth and 3-
depth offloading is marginal because our simulation
settings make a cluster of a root cell and 1-depth cells
overloaded so that 3-depth offloading is not needed.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm only adopt 1depth
and 2-depth offloading in our simulation
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Figure 4: A simulation topology with a regular deployment.
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Figure 7 illustrates the impacts of the number of users on
the satisfaction ratio. When the number of users increases,
the satisfaction ratio decreases. When the number of users
is 3000, the three algorithms have the same satisfaction ratio.
Because the resource blocks of the small cells have been
exhausted, no load balancing policy is valid. Our proposed
MDOA(1-D) can significantly outperform AMLB for the
satisfaction ratio because our proposed algorithm simulta-
neously considers the consumed resource blocks for satisfy-
ing each user’s requirement and the remaining resource
blocks of each neighboring cell. Therefore, MDOA does not
exhaust the resource blocks of a specific cell and can hand-
over more users to other cells to achieve load balance. How-
ever, AMLB does not consider loads of neighboring cells.
Thus, under AMLB, the resource blocks of some specific

neighboring small cells may be quickly exhausted. Compared
with MDOA(1-D), MDOA(2-D) can increase more the satis-
faction ratio because 2-depth offloading can offload the users
of 1-depth cells to 2-depth cells for an overloaded cell and
satisfy more users’ requirements when 1-depth cells are also
overloaded. Compared with the two baselines, the proposed
algorithm can improve the satisfaction ratio by up to 13%.

Figure 8 shows the impacts of the number of users in a
hot-zone on the satisfaction ratio under the overloaded cells
with 1500 users. When the number of users increases in a
hot-zone, the satisfaction ratio decreases because more users
in a hot-zone will consume more resource blocks. When
there are more users in a hot-zone, the performance
improvement under our proposed algorithm is more evident.
This is because the proposed algorithm can offload more uses
by simultaneously considering the QoS requirement of each
user and the remaining resource blocks of neighboring cells.
In other words, the proposed algorithm will avoid using up
all the resource blocks of a small cell. Moreover, compared
with MDOA(1-D), MDOA(2-D) can increase more satisfac-
tion ratio when there are more users in a hot-zone.

Figure 9 demonstrates the impacts of the number of users
on the spectrum efficiency (bits/s/Hz). When the number of
users increases, the spectrum efficiency under the three algo-
rithms increases. The reason is that the three algorithms will
select users connecting to the small cells with better signal
qualities. Thus, when there are more users, the three algo-
rithms have more selections of users with higher spectrum
efficiencies. Compared with Max-RSRP and AMLB, our
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Figure 5: A real user distribution in Tokyo.

Table 4: Parameter Settings.

Parameter Value

The bandwidth of a cell 10MHz

The number of small cells 105

The radius of a small cell 100 meters

The transmit power of a small cell 30 dBm

The intersite distance 150 meters

The number of users [500, 3000]

The thermal noise -174 dBm/Hz

The overloading threshold ρTH 0.9
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proposed algorithm has lower spectrum efficiency because
the proposed algorithm does not always choose the small
cells with the best signal quality while balancing loads of
neighboring cells. Therefore, our proposed algorithm should
allocate more resource blocks to a user to satisfy the data
requirement. This phenomenon also explains why the aver-
age number of remaining resource blocks under our pro-
posed algorithm is lower than that under the two baselines,
as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 11 illustrates the impacts of the number of users
on the number of overloaded small cells after executing a
load balancing algorithm. When the number of users
increases, the number of overloaded small cells increases.
This result is expected because more small cells will be over-
loaded by serving the users. The proposed algorithm can

reduce more the number of overloaded small cells than
Max-RSRP and AMLB because the proposed algorithm can
offload more users to neighboring small cells if 1-depth and
2-depth cells have remaining resource blocks. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm can also balance loads of neighboring
cells and avoid depleting the resource blocks of a cell. There-
fore, the proposed algorithm can efficiently reduce the
number of overloaded small cells to increase the QoS sat-
isfaction ratio.

Figure 12 shows the impacts of the number of users on
the edge users’ throughput under the clustered user place-
ment. When the number of users increases, the edge users’
throughput decreases. The result is because the limited radio
resource blocks should be shared with users. In order to sat-
isfy more data rate requirements of users, the radio resource
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Figure 6: Satisfaction ratio under different offloading depths.
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Figure 7: Impacts of the number of users on the satisfaction ratio.
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blocks will be first allocated to the users (near the serving
base station) with better channel qualities, because the data
rate requirements of the users can be satisfied by fewer
resource blocks. When there are more users, more edge users
will be sacrificed so that the edge users’ throughput decreases.
Compared with the two baselines, the proposed MDOA still
can increase the edge users’ throughput.

(2) Real User Placement: Table 5 demonstrates the edge
users’ throughput under the real user placement with
2000 users. Comparing Table 5 with Figure 12 at
2000 users, we can observe that the performance
improvement in terms of the edge users’ throughput
coming from our proposed algorithm is more evident

under the real user placement than under the clus-
tered user placement. The reason is that because
many cells do not serve any user under the real user
distribution, the proposed concept of the multidepth
offloading algorithm can offload more edge users to
the cells with light loads for improving the edge users’
throughput. However, the edge users’ throughput
under the real user placement is lower than that
under the clustered user placement. Because we first
arrange the hot-zone users, other users are placed
with a uniform distribution so that each cell can serve
some users. On the other hand, in the real user place-
ment, some cells without serving users do not con-
tribute the network throughput
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Figure 8: Impacts of the number of users in a hot-zone on the satisfaction ratio under 1500 users.
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Table 6 shows the edge users’ satisfaction ratio under
the real user placement with 2000 users. Comparing
Table 6 with Figure 7 at 2000 users, the increase of the sat-
isfaction ratio is more obvious when executing our pro-
posed algorithm in the real user placement than in the
clustered user placement. However, the satisfaction ratio
under the real user placement is lower than that under
the clustered user placement. The reasons are similar to
the simulation result of Table 5. The two simulation results
provide an insight that the proposed multidepth offloading
algorithm can perform better in the real user distribution
than in the clustered user placement, where loads of small
cells are more unbalanced. Compared with the two base-
lines, the proposed algorithm can increase at most 16% sat-
isfaction ratio in the real user distribution.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the load balancing problem in
ultradense cellular networks. The objective is to maximize
the QoS satisfaction ratio under the limited radio resource
blocks of each small cell. We observe that traditional
offloading algorithms only considered signal qualities of
neighboring cells and 1-depth cells for offloading users. The
algorithms are not appropriate for the scenario that over-
loaded cells are clustered together when users gather together
in popular locations of urban areas. The designs will quickly
exhaust the resource blocks of specific small cells with better
signal qualities. Therefore, this paper proposes an efficient
multidepth offloading algorithm by simultaneously consider-
ing the consumed resource blocks for serving each user and
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the remaining resource blocks of each neighboring cell. The
proposed algorithm can abstain from draining the resource
blocks of some specific cells and is suitable for clustered cells
with full loads. Compared with a baseline and a previous off-
loading algorithm, the simulation results provide several
insights for the load balancing algorithm design in densely
deployed small cells and show that the proposed multidepth
offloading algorithm can perform better when loads of small
cells are more unbalanced. The results also show that our
proposed algorithm can increase 16% QoS satisfaction ratio
in a real user distribution and 13% QoS satisfaction ratio in
a clustered user placement.
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